Vibration signals extracted from rotating parts of machineries carries lot many information with in them about the condition of the operating machine. Further processing of these raw vibration signatures measured at a convenient location of the machine unravels the condition of the component or assembly under study. Stochastic resonance system is a method for nonlinear system could transform part of the noise energy to the signal. Stochastic resonance method has an important role and significance in the weak fault signal detection. In this paper, according to the characteristics of the gear system failure signal, using the stochastic resonance system detects failure weak signal of the gear system to achieve fault diagnosis purposes.
Introduction
The development direction of the machinery and equipment are the pursuit of greater efficiency and performance, but these goals must establish on better reliability. So how can we protect the normal operation of the machinery and equipment, and in a timely manner or early detection failure of the mechanical equipment has attracted many researchers' attention recently. This paper is supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China, No. 51175102.
Mostly traditional fault signal extraction method is suppression the strong noise of the signal. Although this has some work for fault signal extraction, the problem with this approach is obvious, that while noise suppression is bound to the energy of the vibration signal has also been reduced, so this type of approach has not very well denoising effect when the noise frequency and the signal frequency is closer. Stochastic resonance method can solve this problem, because of the stochastic resonance is a method of the input signal noise energy is partially converted to input signal. So the extraction of the vibration signal in strong noise can get a very good effect, especially when the noise and the signal frequency is relatively close, the extraction effect for the failure signal is more apparent. Due to the stochastic resonance characteristics of their own energy conversion, compared with the traditional method of signal extraction, stochastic resonance also available for lower SNR fault signal for the extraction of the failure signal.
1981 Benzi, et al found in the case of stochastic resonance occurs for the changes in the environment of the earth, the weak input signal is also able to produce a high energy output (e.g., the Earth's ice ages and heating of the mutual transitions). So stochastic resonance phenomenon means weak periodic signal coupling noise resulted in periodic output of the nonlinear system enhancements. The early 1990s, China's stochastic resonance unfolding, Qin Guangrong, Zhou Ganglie further discuss duffing and the Langevin equation by circuit simulation and modeling, the simulation results verify the conclusions of the theory, and given the reason of the simulation and theoretical error given the scope of application of the theory of linear response theory and adiabatic elimination stochastic resonance system [1] .
Most researchers discussed stochastic resonance pay more attention for further exploration of the theoretical and the real stochastic resonance applied to fault diagnosis are very few. F.Chapeau-Blondeau, etc. use of stochastic resonance discussed Neyman-Pearso optimal detection problem [2] . Stochastic resonance applied research is in its infancy, applied to fault diagnosis for stochastic resonance research is not a lot. Yang Xianglong of Zhejiang University, Guo Feng of University of Electronic Science and Technology research stochastic resonance methods applied to the fault diagnosis of electronic equipment, such as switching power supply fault diagnosis. Figure 1 shows the fault simulator with sensor. A variable speed DC motor (0.5 hp) with speed up to 3000 rpm is used as the basic drive. A short shaft of 30 mm diameter is attached to the shaft of the motor through a flexible coupling; this minimizes effects of misalignment and transmission of vibration from motor.
Experimental Procedure
In the present study, pinion wheels whose details are as mentioned in Table 1 were used. One was a new wheel and was assumed to be free from defects. In the other pinion wheels, defects were created using EDM in order to keep the size of the defect under control. The vibration signal from the piezoelectric pickup mounted on the test bearing was taken; after allowing initial running of the gear box for some time. The sampling frequency was 12,000 Hz and sample length was 8192 for all speeds and all conditions. However, the following points were considered. Statistical measures are more meaningful, when the number of samples is more. On the other hand, as the number of samples increases the computational time increases. To strike a balance, sample length of around 10,000 was chosen. In some feature extraction techniques, which will be used with the same data, the number of samples is to be. The nearest to 10,000 is 8192 and hence, it was taken as sample length [3] . Many trials were taken at the set speed and vibration signal was stored in the data. Gear mesh frequency is: 120.72Hz, gear second mesh frequency shall be 120.72 * 2 = 241.4Hz, third-order mesh frequency: 120.72 * 3 = 362.16Hz. 
Stochastic Resonance

Adaptive stochastic resonance algorithm selection
To find a more targeted Adaptive Stochastic Resonance way to detect early failure of the gear system, and it can be applied to the actual failure detect algorithm, you need to consider the following two questions:
1. Better ways to inspection nonlinear stochastic resonance effect 2. What adaptive algorithm enables nonlinear system better approximation stochastic resonance state. Based on the above two considerations should first select adaptive stochastic resonance algorithm has an excellent performance, and get a more targeted regulation and improve weak signal on the early failure of the gear system. This paper deals with the weak signal of early failure of the gear system in the context of strong noise, while in the mixed-signal noise signal in most cases is very close to the white Gaussian noise, as well as the part itself is the white Gaussian noise signal, so the application object to meet the noise requirements of stochastic resonance system and contains the amplitude, phase, frequency and other unknown noise signal characteristics of early failure of the gear system as the input signal in the actual working conditions.
The linear stochastic search algorithm in the same case search time is short and has the adaptation ability of the input unknown characteristic signal, so this paper select LRS (linear stochastic search algorithm) algorithm.
SNR (Signal-to-noise ratio) with good usability for this research, and it can give the intuitive quantitative analysis the fault signal of gear system. So in this paper select the signal-to-noise ratio method to test the effect of stochastic resonance [4] .
Research and implementation of adaptive stochastic resonance algorithm
Measure of stochastic resonance effect by the preceding analysis shows that elected the SNR of the system output. The output SNR of the system of nonlinear stochastic resonance is 0 0 10 log( ( ) / ( )) SNRout S w N w = When nonlinear stochastic resonance system is the best stage, the corresponding SNR output is also to the maximum. Adaptive stochastic resonance system design based on the SNR parameters of the system output [5] . That is, whether to achieve maximum SNR of the nonlinear system output to determine whether the system achieve optimal stochastic resonance state, use a LRS dynamic regulation of nonlinear stochastic resonance parameters a, u, thereby regulating the barrier of nonlinear stochastic resonance system U ∆ .The following analytical expression is for the adaptive stochastic resonance algorithm. 
0,
The nonlinear stochastic resonance system output maximum SNR is the MSNR, k is the iterative sequence, vector of random changes in weight disturbance is Figure 2 , we design adaptive stochastic resonance system structure of gear system fault signal. The advantage of the closed-loop regulation adaptive system is feedback regulation [6] . Aliasing signal of the noise signal and the fault signal will be collected from the outside through the signal acquisition system as a bistable nonlinear system input signal, through stochastic resonance response, so that the noise part of the energy is transformed to the fault signal, thus changing the system output signal. For the dynamic monitoring of the system output signal of the SNR SNRout , LRS algorithm adopted by the adaptive processing module to dynamic sampling calculation the output of the SNR SNRout , and in the SNR calculated the amount of output signal can be set at the maximum signal output of the output terminal [7] . By comparison history output SNR value to determine whether the output SNRout has reached the maximum, not reached the maximum, the use of the system to adjust the parameter module for adjusting the parameters of the system itself, and resulting weight vector iteration step. Adjustable weight vector 2 / 4 k U a u = of the adaptive stochastic resonance, the system in the weighted space by adjusting the parameters of the module according to the iterative step iteration of the weight vector k U , so that the system output response in the best stochastic resonance state, whether system output SNR is maximum to determine the nonlinear bistable system in the best condition of stochastic resonance [8] . The corresponding implementation process is:
First when the SNR of the output of the nonlinear system stochastic resonance is not reach the historical maximum, then continue iteration in the weight space in the original direction weight vector, the iterative step as formula (1) shows.
Secondly when the output of the SNR SNRout of nonlinear stochastic resonance systems has been reached to the historical maximum, then we need to determine whether the needs output of the system is actual input signal generated, if it is, then the nonlinear stochastic resonance system to achieve the best stochastic resonance output state, end of the weight vector iteration [9] . The determination process such as the formula (3), (4) shows.
In this section the designed adaptive stochastic resonance algorithm processes shown in Figure 3 First after the system mixed-signal noise and fault signals collected by the acquisition program, to do the corresponding stochastic resonance, then for the output signal of the system to do a fast Fourier transform. After conversion to find one of the maximum value max(1) fout of the spectrum as well as with the largest spectral value corresponding to the signal frequency (1) f , and by a noise average module calculated average value (1) mfout of the noise in the output signal.
Calculated according output SNR of the system based on the results of the above processing [10] . Secondly obtain the initial value (1) SNRout , the system call system parameter adjustment module adjustment system parameters, change the system parameters k U . 
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Figure 4 is adaptive stochastic resonance SNR ratio improved algorithm used for the spectrum effect comparison chart of pitting fault gear vibration signal.
In figure 4a is a spectrum before the treatment of the stochastic resonance; 4b is a spectrum after the treatment of the stochastic resonance. By observing Figure 4 can be found after the weak fault signal import adaptive stochastic resonance system for mesh frequency is 120Hz pitting failure gear, the gear fault signal characteristics pitting mesh frequency 120Hz and doubled-meshed frequency 240Hz amplitude increases and with irregular edge band, edge band should gear rotation frequency of 6.7Hz intervals. But not processed through stochastic resonance spectrum diagram at this time in stochastic resonance processed spectrum diagram can be found 120Hz, 240Hz, 360Hz at the frequency amplitude does have a certain degree of increase and highlights, but still exists around the more energy higher amplitude spectra constitute interference, and due to the presence of the surrounding spectral sidebands to 6.7Hz interval mesh frequency 120Hz and twice mesh frequency 240Hz is not very clear, overall, after improved algorithm in the weak fault signal input adaptive stochastic resonance, although the purpose of extraction of the fault signal characteristics to a certain extent, but the effect is not very satisfactory.
Similar to the above comparison and analysis of a large number of experimental results, we found that after limitations and conditions change of the adaptive stochastic resonance system, the output of adaptive stochastic resonance effect had some improvements. By contrast analysis the previous section presented the SNR improved algorithm, we put forward the following three improvements as the ultimate adaptive stochastic resonance improved algorithm:
First for adaptive stochastic resonance parameters of the system we adjust the limited range of a, u. When a certain spectral characteristic values, such as 360Hz or so, needs to be viewed in a larger frequency range, when the appropriate amplification of the range of values of a, u, can get better stochastic resonance response output, illustrate that a, u, in the range of 0 to 1000 or not well meet the needs of stochastic resonance. Secondly in gear fault diagnosis system, we expect a relatively small range of obvious enhancement. We have found that the nonlinear adaptive stochastic resonance output SNR is defined as the ratio of the system maximum output spectrum value max( ) fout m and its corresponding frequency ( ( ) , ( ) )
noise average mfout , effect is relatively satisfactory. Most of the gear fault diagnosis in this experiment, the input range of the fault signal local needs observed gearbox shaft frequency interval irregular sidebands, so after experimental verification, the gear system failures signal extraction, is set to M=20 can play better local signal enhancement of the gear system and highlights the output effect. has proven to be able to the input frequency is less than the 2500Hz signal had good stochastic resonance response, but the compensation integral factor of the input frequency is 2π times, stochastic resonance had the most significant effect. The output frequency of the experiment, the need to observe the approximate range of less than 500Hz, adaptive stochastic resonance integral compensation system links compensation coefficient is set to 2 *500 1000 Gain π π = = , have better response stochastic resonance of the need on the range of the signal characteristics of the fault signal, i.e. in the present experiment to better extract fault signal of the gear system. Table 2 50Hz to 2000Hz SNR gain data results statistics Shown in figure 5 , the red line value of a standard line for the SNR gain，below the standard line illustrate that can not be generated with the resonant response. From the figure we see the adaptive stochastic resonance system, when the integral compensation coefficient fixed value is1000π , for the input signal is less than 1600Hz frequency range of the signal has the normal stochastic resonance response. For this section experimental validation process the need to collect fault signal frequency range is sufficient. Specific SNR data are shown in Table 2 .The following are compulsory sections: Figure 6 is a output spectrum figure of pitting gear vibration signal after stochastic resonance algorithm improved. In figure 6a is output spectrum before algorithm improved; 6b is output spectrum after algorithm improved. Figure 6 is a comparison chart of the algorithm improved the pitting of gear vibrate signal stochastic resonance output spectrum. Observe the output result from the system, the meshing frequency of the gear, for example, we have not improved algorithm, the SNR of the signal is 3.8641 SNRout = dB, the output SNR gain is 1.3249; Improvements adaptive stochastic resonance system, upcoming the scope of a, u is expanded to 2000, M value becomes 20, the gain coefficient becomes1000π , the pitting failure gear mesh frequency SNR is 4.7653 SNRout = dB, corresponding to the output SNR gain of 1.5287. From the data, we can clearly see that the improvements of the algorithm for fault signal in this experiment can be more effective. Figure 6 . Pitting gear fault signal stochastic resonance spectrum.
Before algorithm improvements in the output figure, the strengthening of the local signal is not obvious and there were still other energy high frequency peak around in the signal. The spectral output after improved algorithm can be more evident and prominent observed the need to detect the signal energy, and its corresponding peak. Due to the narrowing of M range, in some extent around the signal sidebands characterized easier identification.
. Conclusion 5
In this paper through a lots of fault signal analysis, we propose SNR improved algorithm based on adaptive stochastic resonance algorithm. The SNR improved algorithm is applied to extraction fault signal character, the results show that the improved algorithm can effectively for feature extraction of gear system on failure of the weak signal.
